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Abstract
Watermarking is becoming increasingly important for content control and authentication.
Watermarking seamlessly embeds data in media that provide additional information about that
media. Unfortunately, watermarking schemes that have been developed for continuous tone
images cannot be directly applied to halftone images. Many of the existing watermarking
methods require characteristics that are implicit in continuous tone images, but are absent from
halftone images. With this in mind, it seems reasonable to develop watermarking techniques
specific to halftones that are equipped to work in the binary image domain.
In this thesis, existing techniques for halftone watermarking are reviewed and
improvements are developed to increase performance and overcome their limitations. Post-
halftone watermarking methods work on existing halftones. Data Hiding Cell Parity (DHCP)
embeds data in the parity domain instead of individual pixels. Data Hiding Mask Toggling
(DHMT) works by encoding two bits in the 2x2 neighborhood of a pseudorandom location.
Dispersed Pseudorandom Generator (DPRG), on the other hand, is a preprocessing step that
takes place before image halftoning. DPRG disperses the watermark embedding locations to
achieve better visual results. Using the Modified Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (MPSNR) metric,
the proposed techniques outperform existing methods by up to 5-20%, depending on the image
type and method considered.
Field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) are ideal for solutions that require the
flexibility of software, while retaining the performance of hardware. Using VHDL, an FPGA
based halftone watermarking engine was designed and implemented for the Xilinx Virtex
XCV300. This system was designed for watermarking pre-existing halftones and halftones
obtained from grayscale images. This design utilizes 99% of the available FPGA resources and
runs at 33 MHz. Such a design could be applied to a scanner or printer at the hardware level
without adversely affecting performance.
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Chapter 1 : Introduction
Lena Sjooblom is the ultimate poster child for halftone watermarking. Anyone remotely
affiliated with image processing undoubtedly recognizes the standard test image simply known
as
"Lena"
(sometimes "Lenna", see Figure 1). Her story [1] begins in the pages of Playboy
Magazine, as November 1972's "Playmate of the
Month."
While preparing for a conference in
June 1973, researchers at the University of Southern California scanned her centerfold as a test
image. In doing so, they just so happened to crop off, along with a good deal of nudity, the
copyright label at the bottom of the image. What seemed at the time as a slight oversight in fact
had far reaching consequences. Over the passing years,
"Lena"
became the standard bearer of
image processing research, appearing in countless conferences and textbooks. Whenever new
algorithms were proposed, their maiden simulation runs were often conducted under her
watchful gaze. Lena's image had, for all practical purposes, become part of the public domain.
Fortunately, the lawyers at Playboy have never contested that notion. However, the fact still
remains that the artistic endeavors of Playboy's photographers were never cited. As digital
media proliferates the Internet at an ever-increasing rate, content control is becoming more of a
concern. Digital watermarking schemes have been developed to cope with these concerns, but
when it comes time to print an image, what becomes of the watermark? Ironically,
"Lena"
is
providing her assistance in the development of new methods designed to protect copyright in
printed media.
Figure 1 : Lena Sjooblom, "First Lady of the Internet"^
The printed version of
"Lena"
is said to be a halftone. A halftone is a binary representation of a
continuous tone image [2]. Inspecting such a printed image under a magnifying glass reveals
that it is in fact comprised of thousands of tiny dots. When viewed from afar, however, those
dots merge to approximate a continuous spectrum of color. The process by which a continuous
tone digital image is transformed into a halftone is called halftoning, and is overviewed in
Chapter 2. This process is very important for the quality of the printed image.
The problem with the copyright scheme used in the original Playboy photograph was that it was
easily, if unintentionally, circumvented. Cropping the bottom of the page removed the copyright
notice while retaining the photograph's utility. Obviously, content providers want some
assurance that their intellectual property is respected. The history of
"Lena"
shows that
traditional means do not provide this assurance. One way of addressing this problem is with
watermarking. In general terms, a watermark is additional data embedded in some content that
form a message about that content. Digital watermarking is a well-developed field dedicated to
data hiding in digital images. However, many of the existing digital watermarking schemes
require characteristics that are implicit in continuous tone images, but are absent from halftones,
and attempts to use such schemes on halftones have enjoyed limited success [26]. Therefore, it
is desirable to develop watermarking schemes specific to halftone images. Such techniques are
described in Chapter 3 and analyzed in Chapter 4.
Frequently, there comes a point in time when an image must make the transition from computer
screen to paper or archival storage. If a watermark is to remain present, it makes sense for the
printer to have watermarking capabilities. Therefore, a natural location for a halftone
watermarking device would be within the printer itself. Due to the high speeds of commercial
printers, the watermarking scheme must be well suited to a hardware solution. Fortunately, most
image processing algorithms lend themselves to hardware solutions due to their inherent
parallelism and fine granularity. This is the case with the halftone watermarking algorithms
described within. Chapter 5 describes a hardware implementation of these methods using VHDL
and targeted for the Xilinx Virtex XCV300 FPGA. In Chapter 6, the performance of the
implemented system is analyzed.
As the history of
"Lena"
has shown, copyright will always be under attack, intentional or
otherwise. Watermarking is a tool to help protect that copyright. However, it is more powerful
than just a means of identifying ownership. The ability to embed arbitrary data makes the image
a tool in itself. This thesis increases the power of the watermark by improving image quality and
providing a practical arena for their use.
Chapter 2: Halftoning Theory and Metrics
Before pursuing halftone watermarking techniques, it is a good idea to review the fundamental
halftoning methods. Examining the ways in which halftones are generated can provide some
insight into methods of hiding data in them. As mentioned previously, halftoning is the process
of representing a multi-bit continuous tone image (1) with binary
data1
(2). While a great deal of
image information is lost in this process, the capabilities of the human visual system allow the
viewer to discern the original details from the resultant halftone. Due in part to the fact that so
much data is ignored by visual perception, there is no
"perfect"
halftoning method. As a general
rule, expending more effort on creating the halftone results in an image of higher image quality.
Tools such as Fourier analysis [2] and the modified peak signal-to-noise ratio (MPSNR) metric
[33] can be used for halftone analysis. These tools give invaluable insight into why some
methods are better than others and provide direction for algorithm optimization. The halftoning
methods contained within this chapter are very common in image processing and provide viable






While (2) states that halftone elements are in the set {0,1 } some equations denote a halftone as belonging to the set
{0,255}. By using the set {0,255}, halftone images can be compared directly with contone images using the 8-bit
contone grayscale colormap. This is important for methods such as error diffusion that need 8-bit error calculations.
From a usability perspective, the
conversion between he {0,1} and he {0,255} is trivial since 0 and 255 are
comprised of all zeros or all ones, respectively.
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2.1 Global Thresholding
The most simplistic halftoning method is global thresholding [2], where every pixel f(x,y) is
thresholded to a T or
'0'
with the same global threshold value G (3). A common threshold
value is 128, the midpoint of the 8-bit grayscale. Pixels with values below 128 become black
and above or exactly 128 become white. Unfortunately, this method tends to destroy most of the
high frequency information. Consider the case when G is 128. Global thresholding with this
value is essentially the same as keeping the MSB bit plane and throwing the other seven planes
away. While global thresholding works reasonably well with text images, the visual quality of






Figure 2: Original Grayscale Image Figure 3: Halftone by Global Threshold
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2.2 Ordered Dithering
An extension to global thresholding is ordered dithering [2]. Instead of having every pixel
threshold on the same global value, each pixel in a subregion is thresholded (4) by a value
defined by a "dither
mask"
of the same size (5). The threshold values in the dither mask are
typically chosen such that a large portion of the grayscale is represented. A 4x4 mask following
this model would spread out its 16 threshold values such that all the values were spaced evenly
apart (8, 24, 32, ... , 216, 232, 248). Placement of the dither values within the mask is very
important. Since the mask is dithered in parallel across the image, it is very important that the
mask tile well. There will be cases when neighboring masks are dithering similar data. In these
cases, the geometry of the mask should not be noticeable. Also, there are some physical
constraints to worry about when dithering. A printing device places droplets of ink on a piece of
paper. These droplets are not square and the placement of neighboring droplets may cause them
to join together, producing an output image that differs significantly from the intended halftone.
Because of this situation, it is desirable to cluster the dots together. A large dot is easier to
control than many neighboring small dots. However, when the printing device can match the
granularity of the halftone pixel, the dots can be dispersed with impunity. Clustered dot and
dispersed dot masks form the two main subsets of ordered dithering.
h(x,y) =
0 ;/ f(x, y) <M(x mod n, y mod n)














2.2.1 Clustered Dot Dithering
Equation 6 shows a sample 4x4 clustered dot mask. Note how threshold values have neighbors
of similar values. Figure 4 shows the halftone produced with the 4x4 clustered dot mask. This
halftone represents a significant improvement in visual quality over the global thresholding.
Figure 5 shows the Fourier power spectrum for the clustered dot halftone. In this image, the
brighter portions have a relatively higher power than the rest of the image, meaning that those
frequencies appear more often than other frequencies. The noticeable periodicities in Figure 3
show up as bright points in the power spectrum. This is because the pixel clusters tend to show
up on every 4th, 8th, 12th, 16th, ... pixel of the image. Periodic effects are one of the main
disadvantages of using ordered dithering.
M(i,j)
24 184 72 40
104 216 232 136
152 248 200 88
56 120 168 8
(6)
Figure 4: Clustered Dot Halftone Figure 5: Clustered Dot Power Spectrum
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2.2.2 Dispersed Dot Dithering
Equation 7 shows a sample 4x4 dispersed dot mask. Note how threshold values do not have
neighbors of similar values. This tends to produce more of a checkerboard pattern, whereas the
clustered dot mask produced single dots of varying sizes. Figure 6 shows the halftone
produced
with the 4x4 dispersed dot mask. In terms of visual quality, the clustered and dispersed dot
dither masks are subject to human interpretation. However, the dispersed dot mask does appear
to better represent the intermediate graylevels in the original image. Figure 6 shows the
dispersed dot power spectrum, which looks similar to the clustered dot spectrum (Figure 7).





24 248 40 200
152 88 168 104
56 216 8 232
184 120 136 72
(7)







2.3 Floyd-Steinberg Error Diffusion
As shown above ordered dithering methods create unpleasant visual artifacts in the resultant
halftoned image. A better algorithm would try to reduce the noticeable periodic patterns in the
halftone. Floyd-Steinberg error diffusion, a neighborhood process, is a widely used halftoning
method due to its simplicity, widespread use, and high image quality [3]. Error diffusion
preserves local mean gray levels by
"diffusing"
the threshold error onto the neighboring pixels
(Equations 8 and 9). Equation 10 shows how this works in the ID case. When the current pixel
f(x,y) is thresholded to create an error e(x,y), the error is added to the graylevel value of the next
pixel f(x+l,y). By dispersing the thresholding error into the neighboring pixels, the average
graylevel is maintained. This process helps to reduce the patterning effects commonly seen in
dithering since error diffusion causes some pixels that would normally dither to 255 to instead
threshold to 0 (and vice-versa) due to accumulated error. A degree of randomness (i.e. noise) is
introduced into the halftone without destroying the image. Figure 8 and Figure 9 show the
original and halftone image. The halftone image was created using Floyd-Steinberg error
diffusion, a method by which error is dispersed amongst neighbors in two dimensions.




d(x + l,y) = f(x + l,y) + e(x,y) (10)
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Figure 8: Original Grayscale Figure 9: Diffused Halftone
Figure 10 shows an example of Floyd-Steinberg error diffusion. The error e(x,y) generated in
the indicated block is diffused to four of its neighbors. Since the pixels above and to the left of
the current pixel have already been thresholded at this point, only the pixels to the left and below
are available to receive error. As the image is traversed in a raster scan fashion (left to right, top
to bottom), a halftone is generated.
Figure 10: Floyd-Steinberg Error Diffusion






d(x + l,y)=f(x + l,y) + yi6e(x,y)
d(x - 1, y + 1) = f(x
-
1, y + 1) + y{6 e(x. y)
d(x.y + l)= f{x,y + l) + yi6e(x,y)
d(x + 1, y + 1) = f(x + 1, v + 1) + yi6eix, y)
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Figure 1 1 : Pipelined Error Diffusion
The algorithm described above can only proceed serially since each pixel is dependent on the
one before it. Implementing it as such does not give the hardware much of an advantage. The
main motivation for a hardware solution lay in the inherent concurrency of independent data
paths. If an algorithm does not posses some degree of concurrency, there is little justification for
the expense of custom hardware solution. Fortunately, there is some room for parallelism if an
image is viewed as a 2D matrix instead of a long ID vector [4], [5], [6]. Inspecting Figure 11
shows that the diffusion kernel leaves a trail of partially diffused pixels in its wake (the pixels to
the left of 3/16). These pixels are ready for halftoning, but the kernel does not reach them until
finished with the previous row. Knowing this, it is possible to begin the halftoning process
immediately after the diffusion kernel has passed by, as in Figure 11. By interleaving the image
rows between them, the three kernels operate in parallel. Theoretically, this decreases the overall
error diffusion time by a factor of 3. With an image of size of width W, the maximum degree of
parallelism is W/3. Since most images have dimensions on the order of hundreds of pixels, the
potential speedup is tremendous. Note that it is theoretically possible to increase this to W/2 if
the d(x-l,y+l) terms are fed directly to the next pipeline stage. However, this creates two
simultaneous stages of combinational logic and, consequently, slows down the clock rate of a
pipelined design. While error diffusion is not quite as parallelizable as ordered dithering, it does
contain enough parallelism to make it a viable candidate for hardware design.
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2.4 Blue Noise and Radial Spectral Analysis
As shown above, Floyd-Steinberg error diffusion produces images of much higher quality than
global thresholding or ordered dithering, but why is this so? Analysis of the Fourier spectrum of
the continuous tone image (Figure 12) shows that most of the power is constrained to the low
frequencies. Compared to the error diffused spectrum, where the low frequency power remains
pretty much intact and the high frequencies gain power smoothly, ordered dithering produces
periodic spectral spikes (Figure 5 and Figure 7) that create noticeable visual artifacts. An
algorithm such as error diffusion that smoothly adds noise to high frequencies is said to exhibit
blue noise characteristics [7], [8], [9].
Figure 12: Continuous Tone Power Spectrum
Founei Power Spectnj
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350
Figure 13: Error Diffused Power Spectrum
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Figure 14 shows the radial spectrum of an ideal blue noise signal. Such a noise signal, whether
in images, movies, or music, blends unnoticeably into the data signal. This is due to the fact that
the human sensory system is much better equipped at detecting low and mid range frequencies.
A blue noise signal can be broken down into three regions:
1. At low frequencies, the noise signal contains very little power. Otherwise, the noise is
noticeable and very unpleasant.
2. At some cutoff frequency, the noise signal rapidly gains power.
3. As the signal increases in frequency, the power tails off smoothly to avoid creating any
high frequency artifacts. Most of the blue noise information should be contained here.












Figure 15 shows the error diffusion noise spectrum formed by comparing the diffusion and
contone spectra. When these two spectra are compared, it is apparent that most of the noise is
added to the higher frequencies. This is the expected behavior of a blue noise signal and makes
the introduced noise of error diffusion much less noticeable than dithering.
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Radially Averaged Power Spectrum (Corttone-Halftone}
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2.5 Modified Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (MPSNR)
Typically, halftone quality is measured by just
"eyeballing"
the original and halftone. To assist
in the evaluation of algorithms it is convenient to have some sort of image quality metric. The
de-facto contone image quality metric is peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR, see Equation 12),
derived from root mean squared error (RMSE, see Equation 11) [10]. When comparing PSNR
measurements of two images, the one with the higher value has the better quality. However,
PSNR fails when comparing the original grayscale and halftone. This is because individual
pixels in the halftone do not correlate to pixels in the grayscale. The human visual system acts
like a low-pass filter, blurring neighboring pixels and approximating a continuous-tone image.
This aforementioned reason for halftoning's success must be simulated in order to obtain a
reliable quality metric. Modified peak signal to noise ratio (MPSNR, not to be confused with
mask peak signal to noise ratio [11]) utilizes a low-pass filter, here a 5x5 Gaussian filter (13), to
create a simple inverse halftone (14) [12], [31]. The resultant image Hiow is then used in the
normal PSNR function (15). In this way, algorithm testing is automated. Note that PSNR, and
consequentlyMPSNR, measures relative visual quality, meaning that MPSNR measurements can
only be compared between the variations of same image. Figure 16 shows the MPSNR values












12 4 2 1
2 4 8 4 2
4 8 16 8 4
2 4 8 4 2




MPSNR(F,H) = PSNR(F, Hlow ) (15)
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Figure 16: MPSNR QualityMetric
MPSNR = 25.00 MPSNR = 24.00 MPSNR = 23.00
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Chapter 3: HalftoneWatermarking Theory
3.1 Watermarking and Steganography
Watermarking is a broad and well-studied subject. No endeavor into halftone watermarking
would be complete without delving into some basic watermark theory. A watermark is simply
additional data added to content that forms a message about that content (Figure 17). Often used
in conjunction with images, watermarks take the form of copyright notices in photos, validation
seals in checks and documents, and authentication measures in currency. However, watermarks
are often applied to other media such as compact discs and digital audio files. Content suppliers














Watermarking is a subset of more generalized study of information hiding. As mentioned
previously, hidden data is typically called a watermark only if the data is somehow related to the
cover work. For practical purposes,
"watermarking"
is often used as a general catchall for
describing information hiding, as most watermarking methods perform reliably regardless of the
nature of the data. However, the terminology [13] is worth noting.
1. Steganographic Watermarking: A watermark is said to fall under the jurisdiction of
steganography if its existence is
hidden. A classic example of this is information source
leakage detection [14]. When sensitive documents are released, each copy is altered such
that a unique identifier is present. If that document somehow makes its way into the
public domain, the identifier is extracted and the leakage source is identified.
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2. Non-Steganographic Watermarking: This would be the opposite, naturally, of a
steganographic watermark. This category has the most obvious day-to-day applications,
as denoted by the examples above. Here, the watermark is present in order to prove
ownership or dissuade forgery.
3. Covert Communication: This is similar to steganographic watermarking in that the
embedded data is kept hidden, except now the data does not relate to the cover work. As
the name implied, this technique is often used to secretly transmit information in
otherwise innocuous media [15]. Such efforts can be used in countries that forbid
encryption in order to secure a private communication channel.
4. Overt Embedded Communications: This type of information hiding uses an unrelated to
communicate some known data. Such a method was used to transmit time codes in radio
broadcasts [16]. The existence of the time codes existed was well advertised, but they
were inaudible and had no relation to the radio broadcast.
Aside from the aforementioned terminologies, information hiding can be broken down into two
categories based on intent: robust and fragile. Fragile watermarks are designed to
"break"
easily
and are used for authentication, as in checks and official documents. In these instances, an
exposed watermark proves that a copy is fraudulent. The watermark is exposed by a simple
image processing operation. Robust watermarks are intended to be invisible to the naked eye
under all circumstances. Such watermarks are designed to be invariant to rotation, stretching,
cropping, translation, noise, and all other degradations. Also, these watermarks should be
undetectable to the end user. Only approved users can gain access to the data contained within
the watermark. Watermarks of this nature are useful in the realm of copyright control. For the
copyright holder, it is extremely valuable to have the ability to prove that a given image has been
copied illicitly. By embedding copyright data in an undetectable and irremovable location, the
copyright holder gains some security.
There are many contone watermarking
techniques currently in existence. An extremely simple
scheme embeds the source data into the least significant bit (LSB) plane [17]. A typical 512x512
8-bit grayscale image would allow encoding of up to 262,144 bits using this method. The
popularity of this method
can be seen in the sheer number of commercially available tools that
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use this technique ([18], [19], [20], and others). Obviously, these method would not work on
halftones since they only contain a single bit plane (embedding data in this manner here would
destroy the halftone). However, there are a plethora of other contone watermarking techniques
that embed the data in other aspects of the image. Some methods [21], [22], [23], [24] embed the
data into sub-blocks of the frequency domain using discrete cosine transformation (DCT) [12].
Such methods are much more tolerant to cropping, compression, etc. due to the attributes of the
DCT. Other schemes [25] use the wavelet domain to similar effect.
Though the techniques described above work on contone images, the enterprising watermark
designer might attempt to apply these methods to halftones with the use of inverse halftoning.
Theoretically, the inverse halftoning procedure would recover enough of the data lost by the
halftoning process to make the watermark retrievable. Since the better methods (those that work
in the frequency domain, for example) are more robust to image processing operations, this
seems like a reasonable request. Unfortunately, the inverse halftoning technique is not viable for
fragile watermarks, as a well-designed watermark will break from the halftone distortion. Also,
this method does not always have quality results [26] on robust watermarks since no inverse
halftoning procedure [27], [28], [29], [30] can perfectly reconstruct the original contone. Also,
even if an optimal inverse halftoning procedure existed, the computational complexities involved
in the whole process would be prohibitive to a real-time solution. With these considerations in
mind, it seems reasonable to have a watermarking technique specific to halftone, equipped to
work in the binary image domain.
3.2 Existing HalftoneWatermarking Techniques
While not as popular as contone watermarking, halftone watermarking has been the focus of
some research. A number of methods work by combining two separate images to create the
halftone watermark. In [31] and [32], stochastic screen patterns and conjugate halftone screens
are used, respectively, to embed the
data during the dithering process. Stochastic halftone screen
design relies on the fact that a nearly infinite number of halftones can be generated that closely
resemble the appearance of the original contone. For example, this can be accomplished with
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error diffusion by merely modifying the threshold value. For stochastic halftone screen
watermarking, the embedded data becomes apparent when two visually identical halftones are
superimposed with some known offset. Conjugate halftone screen watermarking works in a
similar manner. The data can be extracted with possession of the two halftones, however, as the
data itself is embedded in the correlation between the two dither screens.
Data hiding by stochastic error diffusion (DHSED) [33] is another method that uses two
halftones for watermarking. The difference here is that the embedding process is directly
integrated into the error diffusion process. Data hiding by self conjugate error diffusion
(DHSCED) [34] is a novel extension to DHSED that uses the correlation between different
aspects of a single halftone. The watermark is still retrieved by superimposing two halftones,
only with this technique, the second halftone is a rotated, mirrored, etc. version of the original.
While multi-image watermarks are successful in embedding data in halftones, they aren't always
practical. Most printed images are shown in singular. Therefore, it is desirable to have a
watermarking scheme that can be applied to a single image. Discarding the requirement of a
separate key image for watermark extraction is extremely useful for the end-user. Some existing
methods use meta-information inherent in the halftone instead of a directly embedding into the
halftone pixels themselves. This is motivated by the fact that a scanned halftone will have some
distortions created by the printing process or extraneous dirt smudges. In [35], data is embedded
in the angular orientation of circularly asymmetric halftone dot patterns. However, this has an
extremely high complexity and is not
well suited to a hardware implementation. Other methods
suffer from high complexities, as well, due to their reliance on costly minimization functions
[36], [37]. Watermarking error diffusion (WED) [38] uses a halftone's local stochastic properties
for embedding in order to avoid data
loss from marking, cropping, etc. It uses the local parity of
a region (16) in conjunction with the global parity of multiple regions (the average of those
subregions) to establish a'O'orT.
A typical region from an error diffused halftone will have a
global parity of 0.5, denoting an equal local parity probability of
'0'
or T. During the error
diffusion process, local parities are modified such that the global parity is pushed towards 0.0 or
1.0. The actual value for a watermarked
'0'
or T is determined by two threshold values Ti and
T2, which typically range on the order of 0.4 and 0.6, respectively. In this way, WED can
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survive unintentional attacks. Unfortunately, WED is fairly complex, only works with
continuous tone images, and cannot embed large data sets. Another technique, devised by Zhao
and Koch [39], works on existing halftones in a manner similar to WED. Data bits are
embedded by modifying the percentage of black/white pixels in rectangular image blocks. This
is slightly more efficient than WED since the global parity calculation is not performed.
However, the image quality suffers due to the fact that error diffusion cannot compensate for
multiple potential pixel toggles.
Local Parity = ^T h(x, y) mod 2 (16)
The watermarking techniques [40], [41] proposed by Ming Sun Fu and Oscar C. Au have several
advantages over the other techniques. They work on the halftone pixels directly, and as such, are
computationally simple enough to be amenable for hardware solutions. The methods can be
applied to a grayscale image (using watermarking and error diffusion) or to a pre-existing
halftone. Though the techniques have a relatively high maximum embedding rate, for them to
work as robust watermarks, some of the data must be used as overhead in error correction codes
(ECCs). This is because some data are guaranteed to be lost in the printing and scanning
process. Due to their simplicity, data capacity, and high image quality, the methods in [20] form
a starting point for the halftone watermark development proposed in this thesis and the basis for
hardware implementation. They are discussed in detail below. It is worth noting that these
methods have attracted interest from other researchers. In [42], data hiding self toggling
(DHST), is actually used as a basis for a fragile authentication watermark system (authentication
watermarking by self toggling, or AWST). Here, ECCs are eschewed in order to provide proof
of alteration.
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3.3Watermarking with Pre-Existing Halftones (Post-HalftoneWatermarking)













3.3.1 Data Hiding Self Toggling (DHST)
The first set of watermarking techniques assumes that only the halftone is available. As shown
in Figure 18, the continuous tone image is not provided for the watermarking process. These
encoding schemes work on the binary data directly. The simplest method is data hiding self
toggling (DHST) [33]. Encoding works by choosing pseudorandom candidate pixels and
toggling them to the bit values of the data stream (Figure 19). Equation 17 defines the DHST
embedding locations for an image of size MxN, where i={0,l,...,datasize-l}. By using the same
random seed for encoding (18) and decoding (19), the embedded data can be easily retrieved.
For decoding, the only information that must be known is the seed, image dimensions (when the
halftone is scanned), and the data length. Unfortunately, toggling individual pixels creates
disturbances in the local gray level, causing noticeable salt-and-pepper artifacts. As shown in
Figure 20, the embedding locations of DHST become very apparent. Most of the subsequent
watermarking schemes attempt to mitigate the visual problems introduced by DHST while
retaining its decoding simplicity.
xi











Figure 19: DHST Candidate Pixels
Figure 20: DHST Example (N=M=512; d=10000)
Original Halftone Embedding Locations DHST Watermarked Image
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3.3.2 Data Hiding Pair Toggling (DHPT)
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Data hiding pair toggling (DHPT) seeks to maintain the local graylevel by performing two
toggles, when necessary [33]. It may seem counterintuitive at first to improve image quality by
making two changes instead of one. However, as mentioned previously, the human visual
system acts as a low-pass filter. Therefore, it is important to retain low frequency graylevel
information, which is disturbed by the uncompensated DHST toggle. The DHPT encoding
process begins the same as before, by choosing candidate pixels and setting them to the bit value
of the input data stream. Now, however, if a pixel is found to have been toggled, slave
candidates are chosen from the 3x3 neighborhood. The candidates must be opposite to the pixel
being toggled, i.e. if a T is being changed to a '0', find a
'0'
to change to a T. The slave pixel
chosen randomly from the candidates and toggled accordingly
(Figure 21). In the unlikely event
that there are no viable slave candidates, a pair toggle is not performed. Decoding for DHPT is
the same as DHST.
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3.3.3 Data Hiding Smart Pair Toggling (DHSPT)
Data hiding smart pair toggling (DHSPT) is similar to DHPT in that complementary pixel
toggling is performed. However, whereas DHPT chooses its slave pixel randomly, DHSPT uses
a deterministic method to find the best complementary toggle [33]. Just like DHPT, data bits are
embedded and slave candidates are found in the 3x3 neighborhood (20). Since adjacent pixels
tend to look more "connected", (21) is used to gives these pixels more weight. (22) calculates a
pixel's connectedness by accounting for neighboring pixels of the same color. The more pixels
that have the same color as the reference xn, the higher x0's connectedness. When assessing the
slave candidate pixels, it is desirable to find the one with the lowest degree of connectedness, as
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3.4Watermarking with Pre-Existing Halftones (Post-HalftoneWatermarking)
3.4.1 Data Hiding Error Diffusion (DHED)
The second set of watermarking techniques assumes that the
original continuous tone image is
available (Figure 22). This provides some flexibility in terms of encoding because toggling
errors can be dispersed amongst multiple pixels. Data hiding error diffusion (DHED) works by
first performing DHST
followed by regular error diffusion [33]. The diffusion step compensates
for the hard coded data pixels. Since the DHST stage fixes the pixels before diffusion, the data
pixels remain the same in the halftone, making decoding is the same as DHST in Section 3.3.1.
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3.4.2 Modified Data Hiding Error Diffusion (MDHED)
Although DHED reduces the salt-and-pepper effects of DHST, the thresholding of individual
pixels does alter local average graylevels. Modified data hiding error diffusion (MDHED)
eliminates this problem by diffusing the DHST error to neighboring pixels [33]. The
Floyd-
Steinberg error diffusion kernel is used in both the forward and backward directions (Figure 23).
This is possible because DHST distributes the embedding candidates randomly across the image,
meaning that there are contone pixels on all sides available to receive error. The amount of error
that is diffused to the feedback and feedforward pixels is determined by a scalar a that ranges
from 0 to 1. The feedforward pixels receive the scaled error multiplied by a and the feedback
pixels are scaled by (1-a). Consequently, if a is set to 0.5, the error is distributed equally








Figure 23: MDHED Kernel
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3.5 Proposed HalftoneWatermarking Techniques
The following watermarking techniques have been devised to improve upon the performance of
those described above, whether that means improved image quality, more efficient hardware
utilization, or increased data hiding capability. These algorithms were the main focus of
theoretical development for the thesis research. They were prototyped in Matlab for
consideration as hardware candidates. Whether or not the methods were actually implemented in
hardware is discussed in Chapter 4.
3.5.1 Data Hiding Cell Parity (DHCP)
Data hiding cell parity (DHCP) works on existing halftones by encoding the data stream in the
parity domain instead of individual pixels. The DHCP parity is contained within the 2x2
neighborhood to the bottom right of the current data pixel defined by the DHST pseudorandom
generator (see Figure 24). For each bit in the data stream, if that bit is equal to the DHCP parity
(24), no action is performed. However, if the parity is not equal to the current bit (i.e. the data is
T'
and the parity is '0') a complementary toggle is performed. This is done in similar fashion to
DHSPT, except that the slave pixel must be one of the bordering T pixels (Figure 24). Note that
the actual value of the P pixels is unimportant. As long as the T slave pixel is opposite to the P
master pixel, it is a viable toggling candidate. As in DHSPT, the pixels chosen for toggling are
the ones with the lowest post-toggling connectedness (23). DHCP decoding is performed by
using the DHCP parity function (24) in the 2x2 DHCP neighborhood.
DHCP Parity =^ 255 mod 2 (24)
T T T T
T P P T
T P P T
T T T T
Figure 24: DHCP Embedding Locations
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The main motivation for DHCP is the increased DHSPT slave candidate search space. Since
image degradation is precipitated by uncompensated pixels, i.e. toggling a white pixel in an all
white neighborhood, increasing the chance of finding a viable slave candidate increases image
quality. DHCP raises the maximum number of slave candidates from 8 to 20, so DHCP has a
high likelihood of outperforming DHSPT. In fact, when defined over the lxl neighborhood,
DHCP is actually the same as DHSPT since the parity of a single pixel is just the direct value of
that pixel. While the image quality improves with DHCP, the encoding and decoding speeds
suffer. During encoding, there are 2.5 more connectedness functions to compute (20 vs. 8).
Also, for both encoding and decoding, the parity must be computed for the 2x2 DHCP region.
This can be accomplished with just a few XOR gates, but must be taken into account
nonetheless.
3.5.2 Data HidingMask Toggling (DHMT)
Data hiding mask toggling (DHMT) is a post-halftoned watermarking method that works by
encoding two bits in the 2x2 neighborhood of the pseudorandom location generated by DHST
(upper left pixel is DHST data pixel, the same region as DHCP). Each 2-bit data combination is
assigned a set of five possible encoding masks (Figure 25). The mask used for encoding depends
on the cell count of the orignal image cell. The cell count is defined as the number of black
pixels in the original 2x2 cell, with an all black cell having a count of zero, an all white cell
having a count of four, and other combinations in between. The encoding masks were chosen
such that the cell count is maintained, if possible. This way, the local 2x2 cell intensity is
maintained and visual degradation is minimized. In the event that the cell count cannot be
maintained, the mask with the closest cell count is used. In Figure 25, for example, the cell
count cannot be maintained when the original cell is all black and the input data are "11". In this
case, the mask for the cell count of 1 is used (upper left black pixel). Figure 26 shows a DHMT
encoding example. The cell
count of 3 is maintained when embedding the data
"01"
by using the
appropriate mask from the table in Figure 25. Because each mask is specific to a certain 2-bit
combination, decoding is fairly simple. Retracing the DHST pseudorandom locations used for
encoding, each 2x2 cell is compared to the table in Figure 25. The 2-bit combination that
matches the cell is the data. Thus, watermark decoding is accomplished with a simple 16-entry
look-up table.
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Fig ure 25 : DHMT Encoding Scheme
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Like DHPT, DHMT tries to maintain local image intensity. Since two bits are encoded with
each step, DHMT should have better image quality than DHPT. Similarly, DHMT may have
better quality than DHSPT, depending on the image. However, DHSPT does have the advantage
that it uses the connectedness heuristic to avoid degradation. Chapter 4 discusses the results in
detail. A great advantage of DHMT over DHPT and DHSPT is the encoding complexity.
DHMT only requires 4 additions (one for each cell pixel) and a peek into a lookup table. DHPT
uses 8x2 comparisons and DHSPT performs up to 8x2 con operations, each of which uses 8
comparisons. From a hardware implementation perspective, DHMT encoding is very
economical. However, DHMT adds a layer of decoding complexity. On each decoding step, the
DHMT mask is used as a reference into a 16-entry lookup table containing the data.
DHMT is similar in concept to [43] in that it replaces blocks instead of individual pixels. Hel-
Or's method is applied to the dithering process by selectively choosing predefined dither masks
that correspond to a
'0'
or T. The image is broken down into nxn dither regions (8x8 in this
case), with each region assigned to a bit value. When a region is dithered, a mask is chosen that
most closely matches the original
image (as expected) and matches that region's bit value.
Similar to DHMT, each dither mask is unique to a specific bit value. While this technique
produces high quality watermarked images, it has a number of drawbacks that makes a hardware
solution untenable. For a 512x512 image using 8x8 dither masks, the maximum data capacity is
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only 4096 bits. Also, since there are only 4096 possible encoding locations, the security of this
method is somewhat questionable. As with most dithering methods, some periodicities are
present, but this is compounded by the fact that the watermarking essentially cuts in half the
usable dither masks. DHMT distortion, on the other hand, is not as noticeable since it is spread
out randomly across the image.
Figure 26: DHMT Encoding Example
Original Image
2x2 Image Cell










Figure 27: DHDPT Embedding Locations
Data hiding dual pair toggling (DHDPT) works by encoding two bits in the 3x3 neighborhood
(Figure 27). The first bit M is encoded using the DHSPT method (23). The second bit is
encoded in the parity domain of the 3x3
neighborhood (the P pixels), using the connectedness
function to determine the toggle candidate, if necessary. The aim of DHDPT is to share
complementary toggles
between the M and P pixels. Table 1 shows the toggling methods used
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by DHDPT, depending on the relationship between the input data and image neighborhood. Like
DHPT, this method tries to maintain the local image intensity by toggling neighboring pixels.
Since two pixels are embedded, however, there are four possible scenarios. The first case is
when no toggling is necessary, that is, embedding the two bits does not alter the image. Here, no
additional actions are necessary. The second case is when the P bits are altered but the M bit is
not. Here, the P bit is toggled along with a complementary T bit, using the connectedness
function (similar to DHSPT). In the third case, the M bit is toggled along with a complementary
T bit, again using the con function (the P bits are unaffected). The fourth case requires toggles of
both the M and P bits. Here, a P bit is toggled complementary to the M bit, if possible. If there
is no P bit complementary to the M bit, i.e. all P bits are the same as the M bit, a complementary
T bit is toggled along with the P andM bits.
Table 1: DHDPT Toggling






yes yes M&P (possibly T)
In theory, DHDPT should yield better image quality than DHSPT. This is due to the fact that
both use the connectedness function to determine optimal toggle candidates but DHDPT toggles
two pixels at once. However, some problems could arise in the fourth case when both the M and
P pixels need toggling. In the event that the 3x3 neighborhood contained all white pixels, two of
those pixels would be toggled to black, causing severe disturbances in the local gray level. The
worst DHSPT case only causes a single uncomplemented toggle. Since the human visual system
tends to pick out these local disturbances, it is possible that DHDPT performance could suffer.
In terms of complexity, DHDPT is by far the worst offender. Encoding requires analysis of four
separate cases and decoding must check the M bit and the P parity. However, the fact that two
bits are being used at a time must be considered.
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3.5.4 Dispersed Pseudorandom Generator (DPRG)
The dispersed pseudorandom generator differs from the preceding watermarking improvements
in that it is a preprocessing step. Data embedding locations are normally chosen using a uniform
pseudorandom generator, with each pixel having an equal probability of being chosen. However,
this leads to clustering of embedding locations, especially at high data rates (Figure 28). DHED
and MDHED rely on the fact that the error diffusion stage can compensate for the embedding
distortion. Unfortunately, embedded data pixels cannot receive diffused error, and by clustering
these pixels, a larger amount of error is unaccounted for. DPRG works by reducing the
connectedness of the data embedding locations (Figure 29). When a data location is chosen, its
connectedness is calculated using the connectedness function defined by DHSPT. If the
connectedness of that location is not zero, the pixel in the 3x3 neighborhood with the lowest
connectedness is used instead. Decoding is performed by following the same steps as encoding.
Since the known seed produces the same pseudorandom sequence, the same DPRG embedding
locations will be generated.















Figure 28a: DHST Power Spectrum
Radially Averaged Power Spectrum
100 200 300 400
Figure 29a: DPRG Power Spectrum
Radially Averaged Power Spectrum
100 200 300 400
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In terms of visual quality, DPRG enabled error diffusion should produce better images than
regular DHED and MDHED. Figure 28a shows how the power spectrum of the DPRG
embedding locations displays a better blue noise characteristic than regular DHST
(Figure Figure
29a). Although not ideal, the DPRG spectrum does concentrate more power in higher
frequencies. The encoding and decoding complexities are about the same as if DHSPT were
used in lieu of DHST. That is, up to 8 extra connectedness functions could be performed
for
each data location. However, this is a tolerable price to pay for increasing the maximum possible
image quality.
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Chapter 4: Watermarking Performance Results
The pictorial test images used for the watermarking tests are shown in Figure 30. These are
standard image processing images and contain a good tonal range and variety of granularity.
Watermarking performance was measured by embedding data with rates ranging from 100 to
100000 bits and tracking the resultant MPSNR values. The scalability of each method was
determined by comparing the MPSNR values against a baseline, defined by the MPSNR of the
original halftone. From a practical standpoint, a user might want to maintain a certain image
quality level. By choosing a minimum allowable MPSNR, the graphs would present the
maximum embedding rate for any given method. The maximum embedding rates for each
method were determined experimentally by selecting a target MPSNR chosen at -0.5, -1, -1.5,
and -2 dB below the baseline, and increasing the data size until the target was reached.
Figure 30: Halftone Watermarking Test Images
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4.1 Performance of ExistingMethods
Figure 31: Post-Halftone Watermarking Results (10000 Bits)
Original Halftone DHST DHSPT
Figure 31 shows visual results from embedding 10000 bits in the error diffused Lena test image.
DHPT significantly reduces the salt-and-pepper artifacts. DHSPT improves slightly upon
DHPT, especially in the mid gray regions around the cheeks. Figure 32 shows the numerical
watermarking results. As expected, DHST perform poorly due to the uncompensated toggles.
DHSPT maintains the best image quality levels, slightly better than DHPT. This demonstrates
the viability of the connectedness function. Just by using the connectedness function, DHSPT
achieves about 0.1-0.2 better MPSNR values, which translates into about 10-15% better













Figure 32: Post-Halftone Watermarking Performance
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Figure 33: Pre-HalftoneWatermarking Results (35000 Bits)
Original Halftone DHSPT MDHED
Figure 33 shows visual results from embedding 35000 bits in the grayscale Lena. DHED doesn't
suffer from the overall graininess as DHSPT does. This can be attributed to the fact that the
complementary toggling performed by DHSPT maintains the local graylevel but destroys some
high frequency information. While not noticeable at low embedding rates, many toggles
scattered through the entire image cause the graininess exhibited above. Figure 34 shows the
watermarking performance of methods that work on the original grayscale image. Due to the
extra diffusion step, MDHED exhibits much better image quality than DHED. As such, there is
no compelling reason to use DHED in lieu of MDHED, as the lower performance does not
justify the simplicity.
Figure 34: Pre-Halftone Watermarking Performance
- - - Baseline
-?MDHED
-A DHED
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In Figure 35, all of the existing watermarking methods are compared. As expected, the
pre-
halftone methods, displayed with dashed lines, demonstrate much higher watermarking
performance. Since these methods are able to work on the 8-bit contones, they are better
equipped to mitigate the error introduced by watermarking. Note that the graphs in Figure 35
have very small slopes. This means that a given MPSNR can produce widely varying
embedding rates. For example, selecting an MPSNR of 24.5 with DHST encoding produces a
watermark with approximately 7500 bits. Compare this to DHSPT (-30000 bits) or MDHED
(-70000 bits) and it becomes apparent that a small improvement in MPSNR results in a large
gain in data. This is explored in detail for the proposed methods later. Note that since DHST
performs so poorly, it will be dropped from consideration when comparing other methods.
Doing so produces graphs with better scale.
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4.2 Performance of Proposed Methods
Figure 36: Proposed Post-Halftone Watermarking Results (10000 Bits)
DHSPT DHCP
DHMT DHDPT
Figure 36 shows the results of watermarking error diffused Lena with 10000 bits using the
proposed methods (DHSPT provided as a reference). While DHCP appears to be the winner in
terms of visual quality, all the methods perform much better than DHST. DHMT displays
artifacts in the mid and light gray regions around the cheeks and forehead, respectively. DHDPT
exhibits some degradation in the mid gray regions above and below the lips.
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Figure 37: Performance of Proposed Post-HalftoneWatermarking Methods
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Figure 38: Post-Halftone Watermark Performance Relative to DHSPT
Bits Embedded
Numerical results for the proposed post-halftone methods are shown in Figure 37. The new
methods are displayed as dashed lines against the existing methods: DHPT and DHSPT. DHMT
exhibits the lowest performance of the proposed methods, falling between DHPT and DHSPT.
The biggest advantage of DHMT, as described in Chapter 3, is that the encoding complexity is
lower than the other methods. Also, the image quality of DHMT is highly dependent on the
sample image and embedding rate. The performance is actually quite high when fewer bits are
embedded. The degradation can probably be attributed to the fact that the pixel toggling is not as
selective as DHSPT, which uses the connectedness function. DHDPT performs slightly better
than DHSPT, mostly at high data rates. This is not great, considering that the data is being
embedded at twice the rate of DHSPT. DHCP seems to be the victor in terms of image quality.
Its complexity is justifiable since it
produces the best possible post-halftoned results. Figure 38
displays the proposed watermark performance with respect to DHSPT.
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Figure 39: MDHED and DPRGWatermarking Results (35000 Bits)
MDHED DPRG
Figure 39 shows 35000 bit watermarks for grayscale Lena using the MDHED and DPRG.
DPRG cleans up some on the salt and peppering present in the light and dark gray regions in the
forehead and hair, respectively. Figure 40 and Figure 41 show the performance of DPRG versus
MDHED. The results for DPRG are quite good, lending credence to the blue noise embedding
pattern. With error diffusion, the more the error can be diffused, the better. The added
complexity of DPRG can be justified by the fact that no other watermarking method can produce
such high quality images.
























Figure 41: DPRG Performance Relative to MDHED
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DHST DHPT DHSPT DHCP DHMT DHDPT DHED MDHED DPRG
100 26.32 26.30 26.31 26.31 26.31 26.31 26.31 26.30 26.26 26.31
1000 26.32 26.10 26.22 26.24 26.23 26.24 26.22 26.25 26.27 26.26
5000 26.32 25.26 25.82 25.89 25.91 25.92 25.86 26.11 26.22 26.23
10000 26.32 24.41 25.42 25.53 25.57 25.54 25.50 25.86 26.10 26.12
20000 26.32 23.00 24.67 24.88 25.03 24.84 24.88 25.44 25.77 25.88
35000 26.32 21.37 23.86 24.15 24.42 23.96 24.20 24.68 25.24 25.46
50000 26.32 20.05 23.19 23.53 23.98 23.22 23.62 23.92 24.72 24.98
100000 26.32 16.92 21.72 22.14 22.98 21.48 22.40 22.23 26.32 23.75





DHST DHPT DHSPT DHCP DHMT DHDPT DHED MDHED DPRG
100 26.24 26.22 26.23 26.23 26.23 26.23 26.23 26.25 26.26 26.26
1000 26.24 26.01 26.13 26.13 26.13 26.15 26.15 26.21 26.22 26.21
5000 26.24 25.20 25.73 25.75 25.78 25.84 25.79 26.01 26.11 26.06
10000 26.24 24.35 25.30 25.35 25.35 25.48 25.40 25.80 25.94 25.94
20000 26.24 22.98 24.54 24.67 24.75 24.79 24.77 25.38 25.65 25.71
35000 26.24 21.41 23.72 23.95 24.04 23.99 23.99 24.71 25.17 25.31
50000 26.24 20.15 23.05 23.35 23.57 23.21 23.42 24.03 24.72 24.94
100000 26.24 17.22 21.62 22.13 22.46 21.55 22.09 22.22 23.44 23.75




Post-Halftone Methods Pre-Halftone Methods
DHST DHPT DHSPT DHCP DHMT DHDPT DHED MDHED DPRG
100.00 26.72 26.70 26.71 26.71 26.72 26.71 26.71 j 26.69 26.70 26.70
1000.00 26.72 26.49 26.61 26.63 26.63 26.63 26.63 26.67 26.68 26.67
5000.00 26.72 25.61 26.20 26.27 26.29 26.32 26.29 26.50 26.57 26.59
10000.00 26.72 24.65 25.69 25.85 25.94 25.91 25.89 26.26 26.45 26.46
20000.00 26.72 23.22 24.93 25.22 25.38 25.21 25.21 25.83 26.15 26.21
35000.00 26.72 21.62 24.08 24.53 24.77 24.31 24.45 25.13 25.68 25.80
50000.00 26.72 20.30 23.35 23.94 24.29 23.51 23.86 24.42 25.21 25.40
100000.00 26.72 17.32 21.86 22.78 23.36 21.76 22.50 22.55 23.89 24.21




Post-Halftone Methods Pre-Halftone Methods
DHST DHPT DHSPT DHCP DHMT DHDPT DHED MDHED DPRG
100 23.96 23.95 23.95 23.95 23.95 23.95 23.95 23.96 23.94 23.94
1000 23.96 23.84 23.90 23.90 23.91 23.92 23.91 23.97 23.98 23.96
5000 23.96 23.41 23.68 23.69 23.71 23.75 23.73 23.91 23.91 23.91
10000 23.96 22.94 23.42 23.46 23.48 23.57 23.51 23.80 23.85 23.84
20000 23.96 22.09 22.96 23.05 23.09 23.20 23.14 23.63 23.75 23.77
35000 23.96 21.12 22.40 22.58 22.62 22.68 22.68 23.32 23.55 23.59
50000 23.96 20.32 21.94 22.19 22.30 22.23 22.30 23.03 23.36 23.41
100000 23.96 18.31 20.78 21.29 21.53 20.98 21.39 21.89 22.60 22.75
The tables above list the watermarking results for all of the test images. The bolded values are
the best performing methods for that particular
domain (pre- or post-halftone). The results are
similar for all of the images, with DPRG and DHCP leading the pre- and post- halftones,
respectively. DHMT fares well under certain circumstances, especially at low data rates.
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While the MPSNR trends shown in the preceding pages do a good job of measuring relative
performance, they are not completely accurate when used in calculating the maximum
embedding rate. This is due to the fact that a fairly large amount of data can be embedded
without any appreciable change in image quality. This is especially true with pre-halftone
watermarks. To find the maximum embedding rate, a target MPSNR was selected and the
embedding rate was modified until a resultant MPSNR most closely matched the target. The
target is defined relative to the baseline MPSNR. For example, a target of -1 for Lena yields an
MPSNR of 25.32 (26.32 - 1, see Table 2). Figure 42 shows the embedding rate increases for the
proposed methods. These are given as percentage increases in comparison to DHSPT for post-
halftone watermarks and MDHED for pre-halftone watermarks. Inspection of these charts shows
that the methods trend similarly for all images. As expected, DHCP performs best overall for
post-halftone watermarks, embedding 23.04% more data in the Lena image for a target of -2.
DHMT demonstrates its weakness at high data rates, actually performing worse than DHSPT in
some cases. The fact that it does do well at low data rates can be attributed to its ability to
encode two bits at once. DHDPT has fairly constant relative embedding rates for all target
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MPSNR values. Unfortunately, as seen previously, it cannot outperform DHCP on average.
DPRG produces very nice overall results, reaching a maximum of 20.34% in Lena for a target of
-1. The following pages show detailed visual results from embedding various amounts of data in
the test images.
4.3 Performance on Document-Type Images
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Figure 43: CCITT Document-Type Test Images
The post-halftone watermarking methods described previously work under the assumption that
visual artifacts introduced by toggling can be mitigated with a complementary pair toggle. This
is true for pictorial images since they tend to contain a good mix of black and white pixels in the
local embedding neighborhood. However, would these techniques work properly for
document-
type images, which contain high-contrast blocks of black and white pixels? During the
embedding phase, the methods
would have a fairly high probability of selecting a pseudorandom
location with no viable toggling candidates. It seems plausible that the improvements to
self-
toggling (DHST) would not provide much of
a visual enhancement.
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The standard CCITT database, shown in Figure 43, was used to test document-type images.
Since these 1728x2376 images are quite large, smaller 512x512 subregions were used for
watermarking performance testing. The testing methodologies used for pictorial images were
also used on the document-type images with a few modifications. First, only the post-halftone
watermarking methods were tested since these images are bitonal. Second, peak signal-to-noise
ratio (PSNR) was used instead of MPSNR since no grayscale image exists. The PSNR results
for all eight CCITT images were averaged and are listed in Table 6




DHST DHPT DHSPT DHCP DHMT DHDPT
100 36.78 36.28 36.28 36.96 37.90 36.49
1000 27.23 26.72 26.72 26.53 28.20 26.71
5000 20.22 19.85 19.83 19.75 21.20 20.01
10000 17.20 16.98 16.95 16.97 18.21 17.17
20000 14.19 14.26 14.20 14.34 15.36 14.38
35000 11.75 12.20 12.11 12.46 13.09 12.29
50000 10.20 11.00 10.88 11.37 11.72 11.06
100000 7.20 9.00 8.79 9.58 9.34 8.91
The document-type watermarking tests produced somewhat unexpected results. For the existing
methods, DHPT performs better than DHSPT, implying that the connectedness function actually
has a negative impact on visual quality. This probably stems from the nature of pictorial versus
document-type images. In pictorial images, it is undesirable to have connected pixels, since
these tend to show up as salt and pepper artifacts. However, connected blocks of pixels are
actually the norm with document-type images, making the connecteness function detrimental to
document-type visual quality. This finding implies that a different heuristic is necessary for the
deterministic selection of toggling candidates if an improvement in visual quality is to be
attained.
The proposed watermarking methods fare relatively well in
comparison to DHPT (Figure 45).
DHMT is the overall performance leader owing primarily to two effects. First, as mentioned
above, there is a high probability of a given embedding location not having any toggling
candidates. This causes the pair-toggling methods to act very similar to DHST since no viable
complementary pixels are present. As
shown in Chapter 3, the major drawback of DHMT is that
it is not always able to maintain the cell count, i.e. the local graylevel. However, the relative
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inadequacy of DHMT is masked by the fact that the other methods cannot themselves maintain
the local graylevel. Knowing this, DHMT's relatively good performance is not unusual since it
embeds two bits at a time, in effect cutting the salt-and-peppering in half. The document-type
watermarking performance of DHCP, however, is not as clear cut. With a greater neighborhood
search space, DHCP is more likely to find a toggling candidate. However, this is offset by the
fact that DHCP uses the connectedness function. The final proposed method, DHDPT, does not
perform well due to the fact that for a good deal of the embedding locations it must make two
uncompensated toggles for every two-bit embedding step.
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Figure 46: Document-Type Watermarking Visual Results (5000 bits)
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While the proposed methods show promise for improvement of document-type watermarking,
the fact remains that these techniques are very much tailored for pictorial images. Document
type images just do not contain the characteristics necessary for undetectable watermarking with
these methods. This is borne out in the visual results in Figure 46 and Figure 47. The salt-and-
peppering effects displayed by these methods are somewhat tolerable for low embedding rates,
but with larger data sizes they become a distraction. A truly successful document-type
watermarking system must take into account the
high-contrast nature of these images. Inspection
of the test images highlights the visual advantage of DHMT, especially at 35000 bits. Also, note
how DHMT and DHPT do a better job of retaining the contrast of the text. DHSPT and DHCP
tend to disperse the letters.
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As described above, there are definite areas for improvement in halftone watermarking theory.
Improving the visual quality slightly can lead to copious increases in embedding capabilities.
DHCP is the choice replacement for DHSPT. The slight decrease in performance is justified by
the resultant images. DHMT can be used as an alternative to DHSPT when large watermarks are
not a requirement. The speed of DHMT makes it worthwhile when the image quality does not
suffer. Also, DHMT is the best method, relatively speaking, for watermarking of document type
images. Both DHCP and DHMT were implemented in hardware. There really was no reason to
implement DHDPT in hardware, however, since the image quality did not justify the added
complexity. DPRG outperformed every other method available and is the watermarking method
of choice, given a grayscale image exists. Since the proposed methods built upon them, all pre
existing methods were implemented in
hardware.
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Chapter 5: Discussion of Hardware Implementation
In general, image processing algorithms lend themselves to hardware solutions. A typical image
may contain 512x512 picture elements, or pixels. Since most algorithms work on a small subset
of the image at any given time, a large portion of those pixels may remain untouched. The
effects of data dependencies are reduced with a working set of this size, leading to a high
maximum degree of parallelism. Also, hardware is well equipped to handle the fine-grained
parallelism of images. Most image processing algorithms typically perform only a few simple
mathematical operations per pixel. Adding more processing elements for these operations is
fairly cheap in terms of hardware. As long as the algorithm in mind is simple enough to allow
for additional processing elements, a hardware solution is viable. If not, it would probably be
easier and cheaper to program software for a standard instruction set architecture (ISA). All the
halftone watermarking methods proposed within this document are designed with hardware in
mind. They are computationally simple and easily parallelizable. VHDL was used to model and
implement the watermarking engine. All of the methods described below were implemented in
the Xilinx Virtex XCV300 FPGA.
5.1 Hardware Overview: Xilinx Virtex XCV300 FPGA
The Xilinx Virtex XCV300 is a reconfigurable computing device that contains the equivalent of
300,000 gates and supports speeds of up to 100 MHz. Using this device as a core, the XESS
XSV300 [44] provides a robust solution for design prototyping. While not as fast as a custom
ASIC (application specific integrated circuit) solution, at less than $1000, the XSV300 is orders
of magnitude cheaper. The board provides 16 Mbits of on-board SRAM split between 2 banks
(Figure 48). Each bank consists of 2 Winbond AS7C4096 512x8 bit memories [45], which
provides asynchronous transfers. These are accessible with a 19-bit address line. Proper use of
the chip enable (/CE), output enable (/OE), and write
enable (AVE) provides read and write
functionality (described below).
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Figure 49 shows the halftone watermarking architectural components and their interactions. The
high-level modules are broken down into five categories. First, a memory interface allows the
memory controllers to interact with the
SRAM. The System Controller orchestrates the
functionality of the other modules. The error diffusion system is comprised of the Diffusion
System Controller, the Diffusion Memory Controller, and the Diffusion Kernel. The
pseudorandom generation system contains the Pseudorandom Controller and the Probabilistic
Uniform Pseudorandom Generator (PUPG). The data hiding system uses the Data Hiding
Memory Controller and the Data Hiding Kernel.
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5.3 Error Diffusion Engine


























The error diffusion engine used for the halftone watermarking system is a modified version of a
design implemented for previous coursework [46]. Figure 50 shows the high-level architecture
used by this design. Note that the basic architecture structure is similar to that defined by the
watermarking system (Figure 49). The pre-existing error diffusion engine provides a parallel
system for halftoning images of sizes up to 1024x1024. The decision to use 1024x1024 was
somewhat arbitrary, as it was deemed useful to support
"large"
images and such a size limitation
provides for 20-bit addressing, a nice round number. Modifying this design to support 19-bit
addressing was trivial and only required a change to a single generic parameter.
5.3.1 System Controller
This component controls the overall system execution (Figure 51). When the asynchronous reset
signal (reset) is asserted, the system is instructed to load the image (rd_start). Once the image is
loaded into memory (rd_done), all diffusion controllers are simultaneously
started (diff_DC).
Error diffusion begins by allocating one line at a time (line_addr) to each diffusion controller.
Subsequent lines are allocated to diffusion controllers when the preceding lines are written. That
is, a new line is started as soon as the first partially diffused input pixel is ready for reading.
Inspecting Figure 11, the second diffusion block (e2)
would start three read cycles after the first
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block (el). Lines are only allocated when a diffusion controller is idle (line_done). After all the
lines have been allocated, the system controller waits for every diffusion controller to finish
(dc_done). At this point, diffusion is complete, and the system is informed that image writing
can commence (wr_start). Once the image is written (wr_done), the system controller remains
idle until another reset arrives.

























































This component controls the data flow to and from the diffusion kernel (Figure 52). The main
function of the diffusion controller is to provide a simplified memory interface for the diffusion
kernel. Data from the memory is read/written on each
cycle and buffered for input to the kernel.
The actual function of each state in the state machine is covered by Diffusion Kernel section.
When the asynchronous Reset_SM signal is asserted, the controller begins loading data into the
diffusion kernel from the SRAM memory. As the diffusion kernel produces values, they are
written back into memory. This continues until the entire image is traversed, at which point the
done signal is asserted and the controller enters the idle state.
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Since error diffusion is a neighborhood process, there are times when certain input and output
locations are illegal. Such occasions occur at the edges of the image. To compensate for this,
the diffusion controller operates in one of 5 modes (Figure 53). While waiting for a line to
process from the system controller, the diffusion controller is said to be Idle Here, no memory
reads or writes are performed. When instructed to begin a new line (line_start), the Fill Kernel
mode is used. Here, memory writes enter data into the diffusion kernel, but nothing is written
back. Once the first value is available from the kernel (wr_bol), the Start Write mode is used.
This mode instructs the system controller that the first memory writeback is being performed
(line_write) and new lines can be allocated. Immediately, Diffusion mode is entered, reading
and writing pixels, until the last pixel in the line is encountered (rd_eol). At this point, the
Empty Kernel mode is used to write the remaining pixels back to memory while emptying the
kernel pipeline. Once this is complete (wr_eol), the system becomes idle and notifies the system
controller that the line has been fully processed.
5.3.3 Diffusion Kernel
This component performs all the actual mathematical operations on the image data. Figure 54
shows the pipelined implementation. In the first stage, the input pixel f(x,y) is thresholded using
(1). After this stage, the input pixel and halftoned pixel h(x,y) are fed into the generate block
(the halftoned pixel is also written to memory). Once the error is generated, it is scaled to 1/16,
3/16, 5/16, and 7/16 of the original error signal e(x,y).
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The scaled error values are easy to compute using shifts and additions (Figure 55). A division is
accomplished by shifting log2(N) bits to the left, where N is the divisor (must be a power of 2).
The scaled error values are added to the registered neighbor pixels in the Diffuse stage.
Figure 55: Error Scaling Block
In order to conserve memory accesses, only pixels to the right of f(x,y) are read from memory
( f(x+l,y) and f(x+l,y+l) and only pixels to the left are written to memory ( h(x,y) and
d(x-
l,y+l) ). Figure 56 illustrates this. By employing feedback in the diffusion kernel, the number
of memory accesses per diffusion step is
reduced from 10 to 4. The diffusion kernel is pipelined
and allows for 4 simultaneous diffusions. The halftoned pixel h(x,y) is available for writing after
1 cycle and the bottom left pixel d(x-l,y+l) is available after 4 cycles.
Figure 56: Diffusion Kernel with Feedback
f(x+1,y) h(x,y)






5.3.4 The Implemented Error Diffusion Engine
The legacy error diffusion engine was designed as high-speed ASIC solution for a 0.25 um
process [47], [48]. Parallelism was achieved by following the error diffusion algorithm defined
in Chapter 2 (Figure 1 1). Such an algorithm places a linear scaling requirement on the memory
controller bandwidth. If each pixel requires M memory accesses, extending the parallelism to N
increases the memory usage to MxN. The legacy error diffusion engine places no constraint on
the memory system other than it must be able to provide one memory read/write per pixel per
cycle (discussed in detail below). In reality, this constraint is difficult to meet since the XSV300
only provides two independent memory channels, one of which is used by watermark data. As
such, the diffusion engine used by the halftone watermarking system only uses a single level of
parallelism.
5.4 Pseudorandom Generator
Figure 57: Linear Feedback Shift Register (Galois Implementation) [49]
Since the watermarking methods embed the data in pseudorandom locations, it was necessary to
design a pseudorandom generator. For this task, a linear feedback shift (LFSR) register was used
[49]. True to its name, an LFSR is comprised of a simple M-bit shift register that feeds back the
output to certain bits to produce a pseudorandom sequence (Figure 57). In Figure 57, which
describes a Galois LSFR implementation, the bits receiving feedback are denoted with gi=T and
XORed with the output bit gm. In mathematical terms, the feedback taps for a Galois
implementation denoted by (24), where J is the number of feedback taps and fi is the largest
feedback tap. Note that for a Galois LSFR, the MSB is always a feedback tap. There is another
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LSFR implementation known as Fibonacci that sums up all the feedback bits with one big
modulo 2 addition. However, this implementation produces the same results as a Galois LSFR
and is less computationally efficient, so it was not considered as a hardware solution.
GaloisTaps = [/j , f2 , /3 ,..., /, ] (24)
Galois LFSRs make ideal candidates for hardware solutions since they only contain a single
stage of combinational logic. However, their candidacy as viable pseudorandom generators
depends on their selection of feedback taps. A good LFSR pseudorandom generator has the
property of maximal length sequence, whereby the longest non-repeating sequence of number is
generated. For a LFSR of length M, the maximal length sequence is defined as 2m-l. Here, the
-1 comes from the fact that the number 0 cannot be generated by any other number. Also, there
can be multiple maximal sequences for a given LFSR length.
Figure 58: 32-Bit LFSR Pseudorandom Generator ( [32,27,26,15,6,7].;
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Figure 58 shows the 32-bit LFSR used for this design. The feedback set [32,27,26, 15,6,7]g was
chosen somewhat arbitrarily, but provides a maximal length sequence with good density. A
feedback set with very few or very localized taps can cause problems when certain parts of the
generated 32-bit number are masked off (i.e. when generating DHST embedding locations).
When a portion of the LFSR is used that does not contain any feedback taps, the resultant
generation sequence acts more like a simple shift register than a pseudorandom generator. A
simple shift register is not optimal for pseudorandom generation as it is very predictable.
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While the linear feedback shift register works wonderfully for the generation of uniform
pseudorandom sequences up to size 2M, it cannot directly generate uniform distributions of sizes
other than powers of 2. Commonly, this problem is avoided by using a pseudorandom generator
much larger than the size of the working set and performing a modulus operation on the output.
If the generator size is much larger than the working set, the error becomes negligible. While
this works fine in software, it does not work so well in hardware. That is because the modulus
operation, when not a power of 2, is prohibitively expensive. This makes sense since the
modulus operation is basically a division followed by a subtraction. For a design that does not
require division, the implementation of such an expensive operation is overkill. Therefore, it
was deemed necessary to design a custom solution tailored towards the generation of uniform
pseudorandom sequences of any size.































Figure 59 shows the probabilistic uniform pseudorandom generator (PUPG) used in the hardware
watermarking design. This
component gets its name from the fact that there is only a certain
probability that the generated
pseudorandom number is in fact valid. When a 32-Bit LFSR
generated number is fed into a masked LFSR (MLFSR) block, it is scaled down to the smallest
power of 2 greater than or equal to the maximum value Sj (the image size). This is accomplished
by masking off all the unused bits in the
size range [0,S;), resulting in a number in the rand range
[0,R) (essentially a power of 2 modulus
operation). If the resultant number is outside the range
[0,Si) it is marked as invalid. There is
some probability that the masked number will be valid
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(26), with the maximum probability of 1 occurring when
S,=2X
(a power of 2) and the maximum
probability not lower than Vi when S;=2X+1. For example, an image size of S,=512 will always
produce a valid number since the size range is the same as the rand range (Sj=R=512). A size
Si=513 produces a valid number only 50.1% of the time (S7R = 513/1024).
(25)
(26)
Using a single MLFSR is unacceptable, because at worst case up to 50% of the generated
numbers will be invalid. However, if multiple MLFSRs are used, the valid probability can be
significantly increased. The probability of a masked number being invalid, l-V(R), is
independent of MLFSRs since they use different LFSRs. Therefore, if three simultaneous
generators are used, the probability of all three being invalid is 1/8, or 3*(1-V(R)). This
produces a validity rate of 87.5%. However, this rate can be increased with some logic. The
probabilistic uniform pseudorandom generator (PUPG, Figure 59) takes the output from three
masked LFSR generators and caches their values. When a random number is requested, the
PUPG checks the LFSR for a valid value. If it is valid, the value is displayed on the output
Randout and that LFSR is instructed to generate another number. If the first LFSR is invalid, the
second LFSR is checked and the process repeated. All invalid LFSRs are instructed to generate
new values. Only under the condition where all three LFSRs are invalid does the PUPG output
become invalid. With this configuration, the PUPG only has a 1 in 32 chance of producing an
invalid output, i.e. a 97.1% validity rate. Table 7 shows experimental results from the PUPG
when generating 1 million pseudorandom
numbers. As expected, an Sj value of 512 has a 100%
validity rate and an S; of 513 has the worst validity rate of 97.10%.











5.5 Data Hiding Engine
5.5.1 Data Hiding System Controller





























Figure 60 shows the data hiding system controller, which orchestrates the operation of all the
other components. When an asynchronous reset signal arrives, the controller enters the reset
state, where all underlying modules are initialized. First, the image must be read into memory
(rdi_start). When this is accomplished (rdi_done), the data is read into memory (rdd_start), but
only if system is in embedding mode
(dh_mode='0'). There is no reason to load data if the
system is attempting to extract data from the image. Next, the
pseudorandom generator is seeded
(rand_start). At this point, the system is ready to hide data (data_start). Many cycles later, the
system finished embedding or extracting the data (hide_done), depending on the
mode. If a pre-
halftone embedding method is used (DHED, MDHED, DPRG),
the error diffusion engine is
initialized. Finally, the image or data is ready, and once the user extracts it (wr_done), the
system reverts back to the idle mode.
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5.5.2 Data HidingMemory Controller











In order to simplify the functionality of the data hiding kernel, a controller was developed to
provide an interface to the memory (Figure 61). When the asynchronous reset signal arrives, the
system is initialized. This includes some preliminary memory accesses to get image and data
statistics. From here, a random address is generated for the purposes of hiding data. This
address is used as the base for all neighborhood operations. Next, a number of pixels are read
from memory, one read per cycle, to fill the local neighborhood. The number of pixels read is
dependent on the watermarking method and mode (Table 8). There are typically fewer reads in
extract mode than in embed mode. Next, the data hiding method of choice is executed for a
number of cycles, at which point the appropriate information is written back to data or image
memory. The number of memory writes is also variable. At this point, if the watermark data has
been fully embedded/extracted, the system clears itself and goes into idle mode. Otherwise, a
new pseudorandom number is generated and the process repeated.

































Figure 62 shows the data hiding memory controller interface. This component interacts with a
data memory, an image memory, a pseudorandom generator (PUPG), and the data hiding kernel
(the system controller interface is excluded for simplicity). The memory controller provides
three input lines for the kernel. in_rdy notifies the kernel that the data contained within in_nh is
ready for processing. in_nh is a 36 element vector that contains the pixels within the 6x6
neighborhood. The elements in in_nh that are actually assigned valid values depends on the
watermarking method and mode in question. Naturally, there is no need to read all 36 pixels
from the 6x6 neighborhood when using DHST. in_data contains either 1 or 2 bits from the data
stream. The data hiding kernel provides three lines as output to the memory controller, outjrdy
notifies the controller that the values in out_pxl are ready for writing. out_pxl is a 9 element
vector that contains the pixels for writeback into the positions defined by out_pxl_idx. All 9
pixels are only written back for those methods which require them (MDHED and DPRG). Other
methods require fewer writes.
The image read/write order defined in Figure 63 looks at first to be somewhat unusual.
However, this ordering was chosen for an important reason. Since different methods require
different number of memory operations, it makes sense to only perform the minimum number of
accesses. The ordering is defined in such a manner that the smaller neighborhoods will be
completely filled in before progressing onto the larger ones. For example, the 2x2 region
{0,1,2,3} is completely filled before the 3x3 region {0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8}.
Figure63: Image Read/Write Order
16 17 18 19 20 25
21 4 5 6 9 26
22 7 0 1 10 27
23 8 2 3 11 28
24 12 13 14 15 29
30 31 32 33 34 35
TaDie 8: Image Read/Write Pixe s
Method
Embed Mode ExtractMode
Region Pixels Region Pixels
DHST 1x1 0^0 1x1 0^0
DHPT 3x3 0^8 1x1 0^0
DHSPT 5x5 0^24 1x1 0^0
DHCP 6x6 0^35 2x2 0^3
DHMT 2x2 0^3 2x2 0^3
DHED 1x1 0^0 1x1 0-*0
MDHED 3x3 0^8 1x1 0^0
DPRG 5x5 0^24 5x5 0^24
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5.5.3 Data Hiding Kernel




















































In order to assist in the sharing of FPGA resources,
all the watermarking methods are combined
in one module, the data hiding kernel. This component embeds or
extracts data using any
method described in Chapter 3, excluding DHDPT. Figure 64 shows the
state diagram for the
data hiding kernel. Table 9 describes the data hiding
kernel states from Figure 64. The methods
that are allowed in each state are also listed. Since certain watermarking
methods share much of
the same functionality, multiple methods can use the same
state. This is evidenced by the
MDHED_calc_con state, which calculates the
connectedness for DHSPT and DPRG.
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Table 9: Data Hiding Kernel States
Transition Method(s) Description
DHJdle All
This state is entered upon assertion of the asynchronous
reset signal. The data hiding method and mode determine





In this state, the input data (in_data) is piped directly to the
output pixel (out_pxl). DHST has no special processing
chores, so one state is sufficient.
DHPTJdle DHPT, DHSPT The system waits here until instructed to proceed (in_rdy).
DHPT_find_cand DHPT, DHSPT
Here, valid toggle candidates are identified and prepared
for connectedness calculations (if necessary).
DHPT_min_slave DHPT, DHSPT
If the method is DHPT, a random valid slave candidate is
toggled. Otherwise, the slave with the minimum
connectedness is toggled. This state tests one candidate
at a time and can take between 1 and 8 cycles.
MDHEDJdle MDHED, DPRG The system waits here until instructed to proceed (in_rdy).
MDHED_find_cand MDHED, DPRG
Here, valid toggle candidates are identified and prepared
for connectedness calculations (if necessary).
MDHED_calc_con DPRG, DHSPT
This state determines all neighboring
pixels'
connectedness
in a single cycle. If a pixel is invalid, its connectedness is
set to the maximum (12). DHSPT calculates a pixel's
connectedness using the pixel values while DPRG checks
to see if that pixel has been previously embedded.
MDHED_min_con DPRG, DHSPT
This state finds the minimum connectedness value in a
single cycle.
MDHED_min_index DPRG
Here, the valid candidate with the lowest embedding
connectedness is identified. This stage takes 1 to 8 cycles.
MDHED_thresh MDHED, DPRG
If the method is MDHED, the embedding location is set to 0
(Figure 63). Otherwise, the index from MDHED_min_index
is used. The error generated by thresholding the
embedding pixel is diffused amongst the neighbors in one
cycle.
DHCPJdle DHCP The system waits here until instructed to proceed (in_rdy).
DHCP_find_cand DHCP
Here, valid toggle candidates are identified and prepared
for connectedness calculations. The toggling process for
DHCP is a bit more complicated than DHSPT, necessitating
the existence of this state.
DHCP_calc_con DHCP
This state determines all neighboring
pixels'
connectedness
in a single cycle.
DHCP min conl DHCP DHCP requires two cycles to determine the minimum
connectedness of the 20 possible toggles.DHCP_min_con2 DHCP
DHCP_min_slave DHCP
The toggle canditate with the minimum connectedness is
toggled. This state tests one candidate at a time and can
take between 1 and 20 cycles.
DHMTJdle DHMT The system waits here until instructed to proceed (in_rdy).
DHMT_encode DHMT Two bits of data are encoded using the DHMT process.
DHMT decode DHMT Two bits of data are decoded using the DHMT process.
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The state transitions are denoted by numbers in Figure 64 and are described in Table 10. Only
those transitions with numbers have exit conditions. All unnumbered transitions occur
automatically after one clock cycle. The method and mode table headings identify the conditions
for transitioning. Blank fields denote that the condition has no bearing on the transition. For
example, transition 3.2a specifies that the method must be MDHED, but does not mention the
mode. It is implied from transition 3 that the mode will be
"embed"
forMDHED. However, this
has no direct impact on the transition from MDHED_find_cand to MDHED_thresh.
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5.6 Memory System



















This component models a one-cycle latency SRAM memory. A single cycle access synchronous
memory interface is feasible due to the relatively low clock rate achieved by the synthesized
design, discussed in Chapter 6. The addressable space allows for the processing of 512x1024
images or any other image configuration with up to
219
pixels. Since two 8-bit memory banks
are wired together, the word size is 16 bits. Figure 65 shows the memory interface for the
memory module. The memory module input and output lines match those used by the SRAM
chips in Figure 48. These lines map directly onto the signals used by the watermarking memory
controllers. The chip enable line (rw_ce) is hard coded to
'0'
since there is no need to disable the
SRAM. The value on the data line is valid when the select line (rw_sel) is enabled. When
rw_mode is high, the data at rw_addr is placed on rw_data. When rwjmode is low, the data on
rw_data is written to rw_addr. All memory operations have one cycle of latency.
Since there are two separately addressable SRAM elements, the watermark data and image pixels
are split the two memory modules. The image module contains one pixel for each 16-bit word.
Although the error diffusion process works on 8-bit grayscale images, the diffused error values
can fall outside the 8-bit range. The diffused pixels require 10-bit storage since they can become
less than 0 or greater than 255. The image module does not contain anything besides pixel data
and therefore can store up to
219
pixels, as mentioned above. The watermark data module, on the
other hand, contains some extra information important to the watermarking system. Table 1 1
shows the memory map for the watermark data module. A watermark can be embedded with up
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to 4095 words of data, or 65520 bits. As shown in Chapter 4, embedding more data than this
causes very noticeable visual degradations. Note that one extra word will always be embedded
in the image so that the extraction process can determine the data size.
Table 1 1 : Watermark Data Module Memory Map
Parameter Size (words) Start Address End Address
Pseudorandom Seed 4 0x00000 0x00003
Image Size 2 0x00004 0x00005
Image Rows 1 0x00006 0x00006
Image Columns 1 0x00007 0x00007
Watermark Data Size 1 0x00008 0x00008
Watermark Data 4095 0x00009 0x01007
5.6.2 Image I/O
This component is simply a model for loading and storing image files in ASCII PGM format
[50]. The data from the files are placed in memory for use by the watermarking system. This
component was not synthesized as it was merely used to preload memory with some image data.
5.7 Testbench












Figure 66 shows the testbench used for the halftone watermarking system. The signal generator
selects the data hiding method and provides the stimuli to embed and extract watermark data.
During development, the VHDL behavioral model was simulated with Modelsim. Once
development was complete, a post-synthesized netlist was generated after the place-and-route
synthesis phase. This netlist was substituted for the behavioral model in the testbench and run
through the same testing scripts to ensure functionality.
5.8 Summary
While the implemented design does not take full advantage of the parallelism inherent in
halftone watermarking theory, it does have some advantages over software solutions. First, the
connectedness calculation and minimization takes only two cycles. A software design requires
many more cycles than this since each calculation is performed serially. Also, a software
solution encounters the same problems with many memory accesses. By nature of the theory,
the watermarking methods are random access. A pipelined design is therefore infeasible since
memory accesses from previous embeddings have no bearing on the current one. Similarly, a
software solution that relies on caching strategies will not perform well due to the lack of data
locality.
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Chapter 6: Analysis of Hardware Performance
The halftone watermarking design described in Chapter 5 was implemented for the XSV300
using the ISE software toolset provided by Xilinx [51]. Table 12 shows the synthesis results,
broken down by FPGA area usage and estimated clock speed. Not surprisingly, as shown by
Figure 67, the data hiding portion uses a majority of the FPGA resources. This can be attributed
to a number of reasons. First, the control logic is quite complex, allowing for a variable number
of read and write cycles. Second, the most memory intensive method, DHCP, works on a 6x6
region. Caching 36 10-bit pixels consumes a large portion of the FPGA resources. Lastly, the
sheer number of methods implemented by the data hiding kernel utilizes a good number of
arithmetic and logic resources. Note that the data hiding components are also responsible for
limiting the overall clock speed. This is due to the fact that the data hiding memory controller
requires a number of 19-bit arithmetic operations for calculating the address memory offsets.
The data hiding kernel has less of an effect in this realm, as there are still opportunities present
for pipelining. These opportunities were not fully utilized in order to conserve resources and
because the overall speed was limited elsewhere. Since the XCV300 only supports integral
clock frequency divisions, the maximum synthesized speed of 41.247 MHz cannot actually be
achieved. Therefore, the clock speed used for simulation is 33.3 MHz, or 1/3 of the maximum
100 MHz frequency.
Table 12: HalftoneWatermarking Synthesis Results
Component Area Usage Max Speed (MHz)
Data Hiding Memory Controller 31 .9% 41.611
Data Hiding Kernel 46.9% 49.816
Data Hiding System Controller 0.75% 155.763
Pseudorandom Controller 1 .82% 119.019
32-Bit LFSR 3.58% 241.896
Masked LFSR 1 1 .9% 82.427
PUPG 0.91% 128.254
Error Diffusion System Controller 1 .99% 134.192
Error Diffusion Controller 8.66% 74.344
Error Diffusion Kernel 4.13% 162.681











Figure 67: FPGA Area Usage Breakdown
Table 13 shows the performance of the halftone watermarking hardware. The performance is
measured by the number of clock cycles executed, on average, to embed a single bit of data in
the image. Also, the number of cycles per pixel for the error diffusion process is listed, where
applicable. This measurement does not apply for the post-halftone watermarking methods since
they do not use the error diffusion module. The performance of a given method is inversely
proportional to the number of clock cycles used for each bit. Two trends are noticeable here.
First, the extraction process is more efficient, on average, than the embedding process. This is
not wholly unexpected since the extraction process does not have the computational complexity
of the embedding calculations used maintain the image quality. Second, as anticipated, the more
complex methods require more computations than the simpler ones. DHST, for example, only
uses 5.03 cycles to embed a bit of data while DHCP takes 53.41 cycles. However, it is worth
noting that performance is also affected strongly by memory utilization. For example, each
DHCP embedding step requires at least 46 clock cycles (36 read, 5 write,
5 execute). MDHED,
on the other hand, only requires a minimum of 20 clock cycles (9 read, 2 execute, 9 write) per
embedding step. The actual latencies of DHCP and MDHED, 53.41 and 24.05 respectively, are
somewhat higher due to overheads such as pseudorandom generation, embedding conflicts, and
minimization search times.
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Table 13 : Halftone Watermarking Hardware Performance
Method







DHST 5.03 N/A 6.05
DHPT 11.43 N/A 6.05
DHSPT 20.83 N/A 6.05
DHCP 53.41 N/A 14.62
DHMT 7.15 N/A 7.15
DHED 6.05 4.03 6.05
MDHED 24.05 4.03 6.05
DPRG 41.55 4.03 33.55
For the post-halftone watermarking schemes, the time to embed a watermark is determined
solely by the number of cycles per data bit, shown in Table 13. The embedding time increases
linearly with the data rate, as seen in Table 14. The embedding time is not as simple for pre-
halftoning methods, however, which have a base time determined by the number of cycles per
diffusion pixel. This time is constant and is determined by the size of the image. Added to this
for halftone watermarking is the number of cycles per data bit. Table 14 shows the pre-halftone
embedding times for a 512x512 image. The times suffer greatly from the overhead incurred by
the error diffusion process. Only at very high data rates do any of the post-halftone methods
eclipse the times of the pre-halftone methods. This clearly demonstrates the inherent bottleneck
of the error diffusion module. Even though the number of processing cycles expended on an
individual pixel is low, each and every pixel in the image must be diffused. Alternately, only a
select few pseudorandom pixels are processed during the data hiding phase, limiting its
influence. Note that the times given in Table 14 are derived from a 33 MHz system clock.
Table 14: Hardware Embedding Times (512?c512 Imag<*)
Bits Embedded
Post-Halftone Times (ms) Pre-Halftone Times (ms)
DHST DHPT DHSPT DHCP DHMT DHED MDHED DPRG
100 0.015 0.034 0.062 0.160 0.021 31.73 31.8 31.8
1000 0.151 0.343 0.625 1.60 0.214 31.9 32.4 32.9
5000 0.754 1.71 3.12 8.01 1.07 32.61 35.3 37.9
10000 1.51 3.43 6.25 16.0 2.14 J 33.5 38.9 44.1
20000 3.77 8.57 15.6 40.1 5.36 36.2 49.7 62.9
35000 4.53 10.3 18.7 48.1 6.43 37.1 53.3 69.1
50000 7.54 17.1 31.2 80.1 10.7 40.8 67.8 94.0
100000 15.1 34.3 62.5 160 21.4 49.8 104 156
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The implemented design's functionality was verified for the Xilinx XCV300 FPGA using the
ISE toolset and the Modelsim VHDL simulator. ISE provides a means of generating
post-
synthesis simulation netlists that model the internal functionality of the XCV300 chip. This
netlist can be used to check the functionality of a design without actually putting it on the FPGA.
Such a tool is extremely powerful as it allows for automated verification using the test scripts
designed for the behavioral model. However, the netlists operate in a similar fashion to the
FPGA in that they provide a "black
box"
model. When debugging, internal signals play an
important role, but unfortunately, the post-synthesis netlists do not provide a convenient logical
internal representation. During synthesis, the behavioral hierarchy is flattened into a large
structural represesntation containing thousands of single-bit logical operations. Therefore, it was
deemed prudent to test the hardware watermarking system in a bottom-up manner, simulating the
generated netlists of the small components before moving onto the larger ones. Eventually, the
top-level watermarking system was tested in full, yielding the same results as the behavioral
model and verifying the hardware design.
While the bottom-up approach worked well, it did not expose some minor flaws. Some of the
control units suffered from slight timing flaws, which caused certain states to trigger
prematurely. Also, the implementation of tristate buffers proved to be troublesome in some
circumstances. Eventually, all tristate buffering was moved outside of VHDL process blocks. A
separate buffer enable signal was created to enable and disable the high impedance state. Also,
since multiple blocks were driving the same memory lines (see Figure 49), an ISE environment
variable was needed to ensure proper mapping. With the variable
XIL_MAP_ALLOW_BUS_CONTENTION set to 1, the mapping stage correctly assigns tristate
buffers for the data hiding and diffusion memory controllers instead of failing with errors.
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Chapter 7: Conclusions and FurtherWork
In this thesis, improved methods for halftone watermarking were developed. The proposed
watermarking methods increase the data embedding capacity for a given image, consequently
increasing the utility of the image. More data in any medium expands the usefulness of that
medium. Alternately, if one has a fixed amount of data to embed, say an identification number,
the proposed techniques will be less noticeable than existing ones. This thesis also provides a
hardware implementation for halftone watermarking suitable for insertion into printing and
scanning devices.
The pair toggling techniques used for the post-halftone watermarking schemes has applications
in other realms. In [52], pair toggling assists in the near-lossless compression of binary images
used for fax machine transmissions. Conceivably, this could be combined with the
watermarking methods above for a combination compression/watermarking system. The major
challenge here would be to choose toggling pixels that both retained image quality and improved
compression.
As illustrated by the hardware implementation in Chapter 5, one of the main roadblocks to an
efficient watermarking system is the pseudorandom embedding locations, which destroys any
attempt at pipelining due to their lack of data locality. A pipelining scheme would be possible if
a method were devised to embed the data in a serial fashion. Such a method would greatly
conserve memory usage and provide a higher speed solution. By combining the error diffusion
and watermarking processes, the pre-halftone watermarking techniques would benefit most.
Overall, this thesis demonstrated the viability of the proposed halftone watermarking methods.
As shown in Chapter 4, data hiding cell parity (DHCP) produces better visual results for existing
halftones than data hiding smart pair toggling (DHSPT). Data hiding mask toggling (DHMT) is
well suited for a hardware implementation, as seen in Chapter 6, and produces images of
relatively high quality with small watermarks. Using the dispersed pseudorandom generator
(DPRG) with grayscale images creates watermarks of higher image quality than modified data
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hiding error diffusion (MDHED), or any other method, for that matter. As such, the methods
proposed within this thesis would be of great use in the advancement of other watermarking























Data Hiding Cell Parity. See Section 3.5.1.
Data Hiding Dual Pair Toggling. See Section 3.5.3.
Data Hiding Error Diffusion. See Section 3.4.1.
Data HidingMask Toggling. See Section 3.5.2.
Data Hiding Pair Toggling. See Section 3.3.2.
Data Hiding Smart Pair Toggling. See Section 3.3.3.
Data Hiding Self Toggling. See Section 3.3.1.
A halftoning method that thresholds certain pixels with different threshold
values, defined by a dither mask.
Dispersed Pseudorandom Generator. See Section 3.5.4.
A halftoning method that generates blue-noise characteristics by dispersing
the thresholding error amongst neighboring pixels.
Field Programmable Gate Array. A reconfigurable hardware device that is
programmed with low-level synthesis tools.
A continuous tone 8-bit image made up of 256 shades of grey ranging in
values from 0 (black) to 255 (white).
The process of transforming a multi-bit continuous tone image into a binary
image.
Modified Data Hiding Error Diffusion. See Section 3.4.2.
Modified Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio. A metric for measuring relative
halftone image quality.
When a signal's power spectrum resembles the sensitivity of the human visual
system, it is said to have blue noise characteristics.
When a signal's power spectrum is evenly distributed amongst all frequencies,
it is said to display white noise characteristics.
Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio. A metric for measuring relative continuous tone
image quality.
Numbers that are generated to appear random, but are in fact deterministic.
The generation sequence is dependent upon an initialization seed.
A watermark is said to fall under the jurisdiction of steganography if its
existence is hidden.
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Synthesis: The process of mapping a high-level simulation model to a specific hardware
device.




based upon the same
threshold value, commonly 128.
VHDL: Very high-level Hardware Description Language. A high-level language that
can be used to describe low-level logic components.




Figure 68: Existing Post-HalftoneWatermarking Results (Lena)
DHST (1000 bits)
am




DHPT (10000 bits) DHPT (35000 bits)
DHSPT (1000 bits) DHSPT (10000 bits) DHSPT (35000 bits)
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Figure 69: Proposed Post-HalftoneWatermarking Results (Lena)
DHCP (1000 bits) DHCP (10000 bits) DHCP (35000 bits)
DHMT (1000 bits) DHMT (10000 bits) DHMT (35000 bits)
DHDPT (10000 bits) DHDPT (35000 bits)
Figure 70: Pre-HalftoneWatermarking Results (Lena)
DHED (1000 bits) DHED (10000 bits)
mi
DHED (35000 bits)
MDHED (1000 bits) MDHED (10000 bits) MDHED (35000 bits)
DPRG (1000 bits) DPRG (10000 bits) DPRG (35000 bits)
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Figure 71: Existing Post-HalftoneWatermarking Results (Boat)
DHST (1000 bits) DHST (10000 bits) DHST (35000 bits)
DHPT (1000 bits) DHPT (10000 bits) DHPT (35000 bits)
DHSPT (1000 bits) DHSPT (10000 bits) DHSPT (35000 bits)
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Figure 72: Proposed Post-Halftone Watermarking Results (Boat)










DHMT (1000 bits) DHMT (10000 bits) DHMT (35000 bits)
DHDPT (1000 bits) DHDPT (10000 bits) DHDPT (35000 bits)
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Figure 73: Pre-Halftone Watermarking Results (Boat)
DHED (1000 bits) DHED (10000 bits) DHED (35000 bits)
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MDHED (1000 bits) MDHED (10000 bits) MDHED (35000 bits)
DPRG (1000 bits) DPRG (10000 bits) DPRG (35000 bits)
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Figure 74: Existing Post-HalftoneWatermarking Results (Peppers)
DHST (1000 bits) DHST (10000 bits) DHST (35000 bits)
DHPT (1000 bits) DHPT (10000 bits) DHPT (35000 bits)
DHSPT (1000 bits) DHSPT (10000 bits) DHSPT (35000 bits)
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Figure 75: Proposed Post-Halftone Watermarking Results (Peppers)
DHMT (1000 bits) DHMT (10000 bits) DHMT (35000 bits)
DHDPT (1000 bits) DHDPT (10000 bits) DHDPT (35000 bits)
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Figure 76: Pre-HalftoneWatermarking Results (Peppers)
MSI
W.1-.
DHED (1000 bits) DHED (10000 bits) DHED (35000 bits)
MDHED (1000 bits) MDHED (10000 bits) MDHED (35000 bits)
DPRG (1000 bits) DPRG (10000 bits) DPRG
(35000 bits)
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Figure 77: Existing Post-HalftoneWatermarking Results (Frog)
DHST (1000 bits) DHST (10000 bits) DHST (35000 bits)
DHPT (1000 bits) DHPT (10000 bits) DHPT (35000 bits)
DHSPT (1000 bits) DHSPT (10000 bits) DHSPT (35000 bits)
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Figure 78: Proposed Post-HalftoneWatermarking Results (Frog)
DHCP (1000 bits) DHCP (10000 bits) DHCP (35000 bits)
DHMT (1000 bits) DHMT (10000 bits) DHMT (35000 bits)
DHDPT (1000 bits) DHDPT (10000 bits)
DHDPT (35000 bits)
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Figure 79: Pre-HalftoneWatermarking Results (Frog)
DHED (1000 bits) DHED (1 0000 bits) DHED (35000 bits)
I HP
MDHED (1000 bits) MDHED (10000 bits) MDHED (35000 bits)
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